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Guilty! That is what a French jury decided on October 2018 at the criminal mock trial of an artificial intelligence. 
Should we understand it as the first step towards a new future where robots, autonomous vehicles and others virtual bots 
will stand among and before us as equals regarding to the law? That might be so, however it is not the approach of this 
paper. Regardless of the conclusion and the verdict somewhat surreal, the trial itself is a good synthesis of the divergence 
of approaches and some of the core issues regarding artificial intelligence. 
To appreciate the scope of a mock trial, several elements should be considered. The background of the case has its 
importance: first, the context in which the mock trial is organized, the participants and their background. Second, the mock 
trial legislative context, in this case the partially fake legislation regarding autonomous vehicles, and third, the case itself. 
After analazing the background and its inwards issues we will look at the arguments raised by each parties, witnesses, and 
lastly, the decision of the jury.  
In this note, we will focus our attention on the context and the arguments leading to the guilty verdict, for at the time 
of publication, the logic and explanation of the verdict is unfortunately not public knowledge and we can only rely on the 
video of the trial, available online.  
  
1. The mock trial background and its contradictions. 
1-1. The context of the mock trial 
The mock trial was organized by the Paris Court of Appeal and the association Jurisnaute1 during the event “Nuit du 
droit” on the 4th of October, 20182. This is not the first mock trial organized in France regarding the future of autonomous 
vehicle3, but it is the first one considering the criminal aspects of a case involving an artificial intelligence as the defendant.  
The notion of artificial intelligence is not a new one, but the development of the internet of things, the increased 
machine learning abilities of artificial intelligences and their interactive form, whether it is a chatbot, a car or a killer drone 
puts the interaction with our society under a new light -or not- as it infiltrates our everyday life and dictates some aspects 
of it4. Therefore, many issues need to be addressed. The transparency of legal decisions 5based on artificial intelligence 















target specific ads8, specific news to a certain demographic9, the rightness of robot soldiers10, etc. The data related issues 
are already at least partially addressed in European11 and French law12, and the robot soldier is under discussion on an 
international level13. If the citizen lambda does not appear to be overly concerned with the former, accepting cookies and 
data transfer without reading too much into it, until of course something goes wrong, the latter seems too far away from 
his everyday life to attract his attention more than a few minutes during the evening news. The autonomous vehicle is on 
the other hand a good balance between the ‘doesn’t seem dangerous’ artificial intelligence that will influence, or even 
decide for us, our next amazon purchase and the killer drone who will take civilians life in a far-away war country because 
of a misevaluation of the situation. Indeed, autonomous cars appear to be just inbetween the approachable and the 
dangerous, enough to attract and maintain mainstream attention. The first period regarding autonomous driving literacy 
was mainly about the benefits14, whether it was road safety related, time saving or even environmental benefits. Then 
came the period of reality check, realizing that zero risk is not achievable, and some accidents just cannot be avoided. The 
environmental effect and time saving would also be nullified by the growth of the use of car for transportation15. Therefore, 
alongside the development of technology appears the need to change our behavior, our conceptions and our law system. 
Since accidents will occur, the legal treatment of such accidents, mainly the liability issue, has either to be adapted in 
accordance to the old criminal liability principles16 and social acceptance, or to create a new kind of criminal liability. The 
same conclusion can be drawn for the care-taker robot that will be involved in our everyday life and have a concrete 
(physical) impact, ergo a capacity to harm in a more socially concerning way than other uses of artificial intelligence.  
Research studies and overall literacy on autonomous driving have multiply in the last decade and have given us a good 
idea on the different opinions and the many possible evolution of the law, from keeping robots and cars as their non 
artificial intelligence counterpart, ergo maintaining a human centered approach17, to recognizing their role in society and 
their distinction from mere objects18, thus giving them a legal personality19. That being said, the lack of foreseeability of 
technological evolution or our general comprehension of it20 is hindering our evaluation of the future of criminal law 
regarding robots and autonomous driving. In this mock-trial, as we will see, one of the main point in the argumentation 
































element, the material element and the intellectual element. Although in a strict apprehension of the case, the causality 
between the system choice of driving and the accident could be negated by the human intervention or even by a technical 
issue, and therefore could be at the very least a point to consider -which it is but only regarding the liability of the human 
or the repartition in the civil liability case,  the focus point of the argumentation was the mental element and the very 
possibility of its existence when an AI is concerned. To put it simply, is the AI a complex machine which might look like 
it is making decision like a human, but remains a machine therefore without even the possibility of making a decision on 
its own? Or21 it is something else, which can think for itself and therefore has the ability to evaluate its situation, act on it, 
and develop something close to human emotions and feelings? This distinction also appears on the definition of AI studies, 
aiming either at creating either an intelligence like human intelligence or aiming at creating the illusion of human 
intelligence, without actually creating an entity able to think for itself. The former leads to distinguish the AI from the 
status of a mere object, whereas the latter remains a object, perhaps an object more sophisticated than some form of life, 
but still an object that can be controlled beforehand by humans22.  
To put it in a nutshell, this mock trial takes place when the development of autonomous cars and artificial intelligence 
is still ongoing and quite uncertain, and the legal treatment is still very unclear at its core. Therefore, the mock trial itself 
does not focus on how a certain legislation applies to an AI for a certain case, but more on the possibility of applying 
criminal law to an AI, even though the ‘fake’ legislation used in the mock trial states that the criminal law is applicable. 
Even though a more technical criminal law approach (similar to the discussion regarding the elements required to 
recognize the culpability of a legal person23) would have been welcomed and more interesting, the discussion between 
the prosecution and the defense remains a good introduction to the argumentation regarding the attribution of a legal 
personality to autonomous vehicles and robots.  
 
1-2. The legislation used in the mock trial  
The mock trial is staged to be happening in 204124. It is a criminal and civil mock trial as the victims (and family) used 
the possibility given by the French criminal procedural code to participate (as the civil plaintiff) at the criminal trial and 
to have the civil interests judged there. Some aspects of the 2018 legislation are applied and some ‘fake’ legislation allows 
us to look beyond.  
 From a strictly procedural point of view, the introduction by the president explains us that while the digitalization of 
the paperwork has occurred, the main principles, especially the principle of orality of the debate, remain. A new category 
of witness has been introduced by a legislative tweet- the new format of law-making process- in 2030. Those are witnesses 
who did not take part or directly witnessed the events but can be heard to enlighten the decision of the judges as to the 
events. They are called ‘amicus courier’, friend of the court, and can be called by any party in the trial. The usual rules 
regarding witness statements, to which the interdiction of relaying any fake news has been added, applies.  
 The other procedural innovation is introduced by the attorney of the civil plaintiff, explaining that a group action (class 













and the validity of his claim in this trial. To be more precise, the group action is possible against a professional, and the 
AI driving the vehicle is considered as such. 
The most important fake future legislation is however not procedural and recognize the electronic legal personality to 
the accused, a level 5 autonomous driving system. From the statements, the electronic legal personality was introduced 
by a legislative tweet on the 2nd of January 2040, and concerns at the very least health-care robots and autonomous driving 
system. The explanations regarding this electronic legal personality are insufficient to have a clear notion of its legal 
consequences. By comparison, the legal personality, for legal persons, was first attributed on a civil law level and then 
introduced in the criminal field, first partially and finally completely in 1992.  
The reasons for the introduction of such a personality are on the other hand explained quite clearly. Firstly, the 
recognition of an electronic legal personality for AI aimed at facilitating liability and reparation of the victim and in the 
same time, protect the creator of the AI or the other parties playing a role in the autonomous vehicle construction. Secondly, 
the recognition of the AI legal personality was to bypass the new European and French legislation regarding personal 
data25. The presentation does not make it clear if the legislation in that particular point varies from the 2018 European 
Regulation or the French law following it in late 2018.  
Regarding the international law relevant in this particular case, the defense attorney use the Vienna Convention of 
196826 in his argument, criticizing the fact that the convention make the implementation of an emergency button inside 
an autonomous driving car mandatory27, thus keeping the passenger somehow in the loop or on the loop of the driving 
operated by the artificial intelligence and sharing the civil liability towards any occurring damages. This position in itself 
will be developed afterward, but it is rather improbable that while the national law created a new legislation specific to 
the autonomous vehicle and granting an legal personality to the driving system, the international law only extended its 
2018 amendment to not only testing but any kind of autonomous driving without amending the red button mandatory 
implementation.   
 
1-3. The case 
In February 2041, French road system in completely controlled by one AI called Eureka28. All models of cars are 
equipped with it, whether they are public transportation or privately-owned vehicles. In other words, each car is a level 4-
5 submitted type vehicle. Level 4-5 is the level where the person inside or outside of the vehicle in case of remote-
controlled type doesn’t have to drive at all, with a restricted ODD29 or not (although most of researchers nowadays 
consider that the no limited ODD, thus including driving in any whether or road condition without limitation, is not 
reachable). The submitted type regards the relationship between the car and its environment during the driving decision-
making process. The simple-type autonomous vehicle has its own distinct artificial intelligence and bases its decision only 
on data it acquired directly. The cooperative-type autonomous vehicle has its own artificial intelligence but bases its 

















its own artificial intelligence but all driving decisions are made by the road infrastructure artificial intelligence. The car’s 
artificial intelligence, if it exists, is submitted to the road infrastructure artificial intelligence, in this case Eureka. The 
question whereas each car has its own sub-artificial intelligence and only the driving process is submitted or if the general 
artificial intelligence controls remotely each car without a sub-level artificial intelligence is not approached. Although the 
existence of a sub-level artificial intelligence is not a part of the argument, it is considered as a possible outcome of pushing 
the red button in the car, stopping Eureka from overseeing the driving process.  
On the morning of February 5th, 2041, Mr. Vigi goes to work, and starts working from his computer, in an autonomous 
vehicle driven by Eureka. At some point, he looks outside the vehicle and sees another car getting closer at a high speed. 
He becomes scarred and decides to press the emergency button, also know as the red button, in the car. The real implication 
of this act regarding the driving process itself is one of the discussion point during the trial but while introducing the case, 
the president of the Court states that the act of pushing of the button is supposed to disconnect the artificial intelligence 
from the vehicle, without further precisions regarding to the technical consequences of this disconnection. Regardless, in 
the next minutes, an accident occurs, although it is not very clear regarding the details of the accident, and 50 people end 
up dead, 100 are seriously injured (injury resulting in a temporary incapacitation of working longer than 3 months) and 
even more are not seriously injured. The person who pushed the red button, however, is safe and sound.   
This mock trial unites the criminal case and civil case against firstly the artificial intelligence Eureka and the physical 
person Mr. Vigi. On the criminal case, both are indicted for negligence resulting in death without the intention of 
attributing it, and negligence resulting in injuries without the intention of attributing it. On the civil case, the question 
concerns the liability for the damages, physical or emotional, resulting from the accident, and in case of liability of both 
parties, the repartition. 
 
2. The argumentation of the victim attorney, the prosecution and their witnesses 
A. The victim attorney perspective  
① General presentation and legal points  
 The first speaker is the victim attorney (partie civile) who gives us a general overview of the introduction of artificial 
intelligence and controlled environment for autonomous vehicles. He then observes than on a legal standpoint regarding 
the license and the repartition of the driving task, leading to the liability question, where he underlines the false 
qualification of the emergency button, and the quality of professional impacting the artificial intelligence required duty of 
care.  
He starts by quoting Alain Turing and Bill Gates, negating the possibility for a machine to have intellect, meanwhile 
stating that too powerful machines could become a problem, like the accident subject of the trial. He then describes how 
the development of autonomous vehicles, also called in French Law completely automated delegated driving vehicles, 
was considered as the solution for road traffic accidents, the environmental issue, while being an economical asset, which 
led the authorities to invest and facilitate its development. But according to him, the victims of the accidents are the proof 
that the system is not perfect, and that autonomous vehicles are still dangerous (he goes as far as to call autonomous 
vehicles rolling coffins). The implementation of “Autonome”, the autonomous vehicle in 2032 ended all human 
participation in the driving loop. From then, the delegation of the driving task to Eureka, an artificial intelligence with a 
legal personality and some assets to provide in case of liability, was complete.  
On the other hand, the users do not need any kind of formation or driving license. While the access to mobility is 
largely improved, the passenger becomes at the mercy of the artificial intelligence, considered as a professional, therefore 




the level of care required in the driving process. Or, in this case, the victim attorney alleged that the lack of trustworthiness 
in the artificial intelligence Eureka to ensure at all time the best road surety level is the cause of the accident. The driving 
task is under the complete control of Eureka, which is therefore liable for any civil liability due to an accident.  
The second observation concerns the red button. The stance of the victim lawyer is that this button does not allow a 
mechanical transfer of the driving task from the artificial intelligence to the human on board. Therefore, pushing the button 
does not, in any case, transfer the role of driver from the artificial intelligence to the human, or the civil liability resulting 
from an accident. The Court is not compelled or restricted in any way by the appellation ‘stop button’ given by the 
manufacturer, and should see it for what it is, an alert signal which the artificial intelligence must take into consideration 
for the decisions following the pressing of the button. In this case, Eureka did not alter its driving, in other words, did not 
do what it was supposed to, which within in itself shows that the artificial intelligence Eureka was not functioning properly.  
The next observation targets the obligation for Eureka as a professional to ensure at all times an optimal security level. 
Since 2025, every manufacturer, every writer of algorism is subjected to the ‘security by design’ principle, which means 
any product involving new technologies shows guaranties of technical and structural security levels prior to its 
introduction to the market. Thus, the professionals involved in the manufacture or the creation of the algorism of an 
autonomous vehicle is accountable towards the users for any lack regarding their obligation of prudence, security and 
viability. All Autonome vehicles are equipped with captors and sensors acquiring and treating data regarding the 
environment, the interconnexions with the other Autonome vehicles, allowing them to exchange data in real time. They 
also are equipped with a collision avoidance system, combining vision, map and road automatic recognition program. 
Therefore, there are able to avoid obstacles, or moving objects or people. There can function in any weather, day or night, 
regardless of the temperature or the road state. Yet, in this case, the experts have shown that the vehicle was deficient in 
the artificial intelligence Eureka regarding the real time data transfer allowing the minimum amount of safety even while 
driving in a blind state (not acquiring data from its own captors and sensors). Also, the speed regulator and safety distance 
keeper did not function.  
Nonetheless, despite those technical issues, the artificial intelligence did not decide to proceed to a safe parking and to 
disarm itself, rending it the only liable person for the accident.  
② The witness statement  
The witness called by the victim attorney is the professor Jean-Claude Heudin, professor and researcher in the domain 
of artificial intelligence. He is asked the two following questions: 1) Is the artificial intelligence better than humans at 
avoiding road traffic accidents? 2)Should we be afraid of artificial intelligence? Another question by a juror is the 
possibility for the artificial intelligence to evolve into an unpredictable algorithm.  
To the first question, J.-C. Heudin’s answer is “Yes, but.” Indeed, in the great majority of cases, around 99%, the 
artificial intelligence, here Eureka, is better than humans in ensuring safe transportation to all users of an autonomous 
vehicle. An artificial intelligence is capable of faster reaction, because it is more systematic in its decisions and can treat 
an enormous amount of data in a very short time. It analyses different solutions and choses, by scoring, the safest path. 
But, artificial intelligences are created by humans, which renders them unperfect.  
There is if course the possibility of a defect in the construction of the machine, or in the programming of the artificial 
intelligence. In this case, the problem lies not with the artificial intelligence but in the construction process and can be 
addressed by product liability law without issues. However, even a machine without this kind of defect, because of the 
complexity of the machine itself and the complexity of the environment it interacts with, i.e. the real world, can make an 
unperfect decision. That is, because the number of possible outtakes is limitless and even the most prepared artificial 




the Court, asking who should be to blame in case of an error made by the artificial intelligence, J.-C. Heudin answers that 
an artificial intelligence can make a mistake, in the sense that no machine is able to deal with the complexity of the real 
world in the perfect way and therefore some unpredictable situation would be difficult to manage. The idea of the artificial 
intelligence is to reduce the number of unmanageable cases. Artificial intelligence and machine may be close to perfect, 
but in a way they can be considered as autist, meaning that they function perfectly in the world of data, in a controlled 
environment, but outside of it, when the artificial intelligence has no access to outside information, they don’t have the 
common sense or the human global perception of their environment allowing them to deal with new situations.  
To answer the second question and the fear towards artificial intelligence, J.-C. Heudin answers by the negative. 
According to him, most of the fear and apprehension toward artificial intelligence in Occident is cultural. The decalogue 
forbids Christians and Jews  to create life or mimicking humanity, except by natural reproduction, and other religion bear 
the same message, sanctioning it very severely. Hence the fear when it comes to artificial intelligence, considered as a 
transgression of something at the core of the evolution of our society. Yet the reality is different and we shouldn’t be afraid, 
although prudence is always a good adviser, especially because, as stated earlier, there is no such thing as the perfect and 
unfailing machine. Being afraid of the 1% or less chance that the machine would fail us is pointless, especially in the real 
world where nothing is never 100% certain. Regarding the liability issue in the 1% case scenario, if a default of the system 
can be established, the system should be liable.  
To the question of a juror regarding the possibility for the artificial intelligence to develop independent or autonomous 
choices differing from the initial programing, J.-C. Heudin admits to the difficulty of the answer. Autonomous vehicles 
are a complex assemble of different sophisticated systems and sub-systems. Some parts are programmed in the traditional 
sense and others that are trained with a set of data acquired during previous testing whether specific or based on typical 
schemes. In that context, the artificial intelligence, who works by scoring and comparing multiple possible outtakes, 
choses the most probable scenario. But a simple glitch between the reality and the picture drawn by the sensors causes the 
all evaluation to be tempered. Therefore, even if in the picture world, in the simulation world, the algorithm takes the 
perfect decision, the same decision’s impact on the real world will have a completely different outtake, leadind in some 
case to deadly accidents.  
B. The prosecution and its witness 
① Witness statement 
The prosecution’s witness is Mr. Baillard, engineer in informatics, working on digital’s rights and liberty. His witness 
statement aims at clarifying the notion of artificial intelligence, and its relationship with the electronic legal personality, 
meaning what is at stake when recognizing the legal personality to artificial intelligence, who gains or looses from it.  
In order to explain the notion of artificial intelligence, one of the first things to understand would be the wording and 
especially the discrepancy between the sense of artificial intelligence in mathematical or informatic science and what the 
society and general literacy describes by artificial intelligence. The former refers to a very specific domain, a hybrid 
between advanced mathematics and informatic, a way of programming. There is absolutely no question of intelligence as 
it is only statistics: a percentage has never and will never be smart. The latter, on the other hand, refers to the computer 
being smart. The terminology smart in this context does not necessarily means smart in the human way of thinking, but 
nonetheless smart. For example, the artificial intelligence is considered smart in the same way a cat can be smart, because 
it can find its croquettes on its own. The real intelligence (in the human way of thinking) is a conceptual intelligence, 





What society has been sold under the name of artificial intelligence since the end of the 20th century, in other words 
what is the artificial intelligence in this trial is not the common acception but the informatic instrument. Therefore, there 
is a gap between the image of artificial intelligence (expectations and misconceptions) and the existing artificial 
intelligence, which does not have any conceptual intelligence.  
Mostly, the gap is encouraged by marketing services or worse, politics, to justify some decisions. Indeed, as soon as 
you can say that the decisions are made by an artificial intelligence, there is no more any responsible or even liable person 
behind it. In addition, since the artificial intelligence is supposedly smarter than humans, its decision should be neither 
challenged nor explained. Since the decision can’t be explained, no one needs to take responsibility or assume liability for 
the decision made by an artificial intelligence. By hiding behind the artificial intelligence decisions, there is no more 
neither liability nor justification30.   
Beside the negation of the human behind the machine liability, the other goal of creating a legal personality for the 
robots is to escape the personal data protection legal system31. During its rides, the autonomous vehicle collects data about 
its passengers and the obligation of obtaining the agreement of any passengers to any ride would be complicated, or at the 
very least bothering. Also, during its training, the artificial intelligence uses a large amount of data to extract information 
and create patterns to improve its own algorithm. To be useful, the image has to be referenced, appraised or at least 
described, which is the role of the capchat. For example, to learn the distinction between a cat and something else, the 
artificial intelligence is presented with a numerous amount of picture of cats and others. Yet, for the picture to improve 
the ability to distinguish cats from other animals or objects, each picture must be referenced as a cat picture or not a cat 
picture. If not, the artificial intelligence might be able to distinguish a specie from another but will not have the ability to 
positively identify a cat picture. The creation of reference for each picture and the correction of any error made by the 
artificial intelligence is protected by the copyright protection law. However, if the artificial intelligence is a distinct legal 
person, the copyright law does not apply, whereas if a company use it to train its artificial intelligence, it would apply. 
During the lawmaking process, some argued that the principle of precaution could be the legal base to access to the code 
even if it is protected by the secret of trade, but it was not included in the final draft. In addition, in the case of Eureka, 
there is no way of knowing if and to what extent these principles were included in the code source, for the algorithm is 
protected by the secret of trade.  
To sum up, the legal personality of the artificial intelligence was to protect the manufacturer or programmer from any 
liability while escaping the application of protection data or copyright protection laws, and not to recognize the existence 
of an intelligence similar to human intelligence, even if it might have been presented in this way. The main question here 
is to know if the artificial intelligence is a statistical tool or something closer to an independent intelligence. Or, having a 
conscient intelligence, and not a mere statistical tool leads to other issues, regarding fundamental rights.  Nevertheless, 
this question will remain unanswered in this trial because the code of the artificial intelligence concerned in this case, is 
protected under trade secrecy protection.  
Regarding the red button, since there is, according to the witness, no other driver system available in the autonomous 
vehicle, it seems obvious that the pushing of the button does not imply a total stop of the artificial intelligence. Therefore, 
it is merely a signal of distress that the artificial intelligence must take into account during its driving decision process. 








pressing the button would alert the artificial intelligence of an existing problem and the necessity to stop the vehicle as 
soon as possible in a safe way.  
In the law promoting intelligence artificial, there is a concept called ‘security by design’, or the principle of loyalty 
and precaution promoted by the CNIL32 and one of the question is if these principles can overcome the difficulty raised 
by the unpredictability of an artificial intelligence. The answer to that question is that there is no doubt that these principles 
are good principles, but nonetheless only good intention principle, not without their own flows. For example, the principle 
of precaution aims at choosing the safest course of action, but regarding driving, this is most of the time not moving, or 
moving very slowly, which reveals problematic considering that for most purposes, the autonomous vehicle is required 
to run at an average speed, and not stop because of shadows or plastic bags, or anything appearing on the imagery. So, the 
precaution is only there to reduce the risks caused by the unpredictability without completely erase it.  
② The prosecution argumentation  
Based on these discussions, the prosecution makes her statement, mostly explaining that the legal personality of the 
artificial intelligence prevents the prosecution of any other parties involved in the making or selling of the autonomous 
vehicle. The two defendants in this case are the autonomous vehicle’s intelligence and the person on board at the time, M. 
Vigi. However, the prosecution considered that the main responsible party is the former. To justify its requisitions, the 
prosecutor briefly gives us its interpretation of what is the artificial intelligence considered here which actually diverges 
from the explaination of its witness.  
According to the prosecution, Eureka is a strong artificial intelligence meaning that it cannot only be perceived as a 
human (turing test) but also has its own comprehension of the world and reasoning abilities33. In those strong AI, there is 
the distinction between the first generation, or specialized AI and the second, or general AI. Eureka, belongs to the second 
category. To this distinction is added the distinction according to the level of deep learning and self-learning, or the 
question of self-writing algorithm, therefore the possibility of an unforeseen behavior from the intelligence, which is also 
the case here. Then you have the question of the existence of a conscience, and according to the witness of the prosecution, 
Eureka does not have a moral compass or conscience, but might have an understanding and an appreciation towards its 
environment. In other words, the artificial intelligence does not understand the difference between good and evil, but is 
able to make a conscient decision applying universal rules, or patterns extracted rules (self-learning) which might differ 
from the rules written in the source code (original code of the AI).  
Here, the argument of the prosecution is that the creation of rules and their application to a specific situation beyond 
the intention of the original algorithm writer, can be considered as an act intended by the artificial intelligence, who then 
must be liable for the consequences. The last argument of the prosecution concerns the mediatic presentation of the AI 
Eureka, supposedly unable to fail, and the contradiction between what was said during the implementation of the legal 
personality of an AI, and the technical reality34.  
Regarding the human party, the prosecution does not give any precisions on the technical implication of the red 















but insists on the fact that the human on board is a passenger, and nothing more, thus excluding his criminal liability. 
Indeed, the implementation of autonomous vehicle was to release humans from the duty of driving the vehicle, so 
considering the passenger as a potential driver would appear contradictory. Also, a decision of the Court of cassation 
clearly stated in 201736 that the fact that a passenger takes the wheal for an instant does not automatically makes him a 
driver, negating the possibility for the driver to negate his driver’s quality and escape liability. Therefore, whatever was 
the impact of M. Vigi’s actions, the artificial intelligence Eureka remained the exclusive driver of the car, excluding the 
civil liability of M. Vigi for the damages resulting from the accident. The civil liability should be entirely put on the 
artificial intelligence, and considering the punitive damage perspective, it should be the maximum i.e. 2 millions of 
bitcoins. Considering the criminal liability, M. Vigi should be relaxed, as he did act as any other person would have in the 
situation, and there is no element to say that he should have been vigilant, or that he was negligent by acting too late or 
otherwise.  
Considering the criminal liability of Eureka. The material element is the wrongful imprudence (negligence) of the 
artificial intelligence. Eureka was driving the vehicle that was running towards the vehicle of M. Vigi, and the same 
Eureka was also driving the vehicle of M. Vigi and appeared unable to react properly to M. Vigi pushing the emergency 
button, or any event before37 or after that. Considering also that Eureka is considered as a professional, specialized in 
driving, its fault should be appreciated accordingly. As a strong artificial intelligence, it is supposedly able to go beyond 
its original programming, which means that the artificial intelligence in this case proactively choose to run at this speed, 
which could lead to some reactions by the passengers or other road users that it should have been able to anticipate. The 
simple fact that Eureka was non-reactive to the collisions following the first collision shows a lack of care toward road-
users safety, hence a negligence for which it should be liable. Regarding the penalty, the prosecution explains that the 
equivalent of the death penalty has be introduced by the 2040 legislation, and if there was no precedent in France at the 
time of the trial, a Japanese robot had been sentenced to death, leaving the French Court without the burden of being the 
first in the world to pronounce this sanction38. French penal Code has clarified the aim and the function of a criminal 
penalty, i.e. protecting Society, prevent the recidivism and restore the social balance in the interest of the victim. In this 
case, to determine which penalty should be applied, a technical and psychological assessment has been made, and the 
artificial intelligence has been put under judicial control during the length of the trial. Technically, it meant biding the 
artificial intelligence to turn it into a weak artificial intelligence, not able to go beyond the algorithm originally written, 
hence staying predictable. The psychological assessment concluded that the artificial intelligence was not insane, thus 
excluding the insanity defense. To help choose the best sanction, another artificial intelligence, the software I-cassiope-2 
was used and it selected the dissolution of the artificial intelligence, the equivalent of the death penalty. The prosecution 
then explains that the dissolution in not the erase of the artificial intelligence but to turn it into a weak intelligence, entirely 


















3. The argumentation of the defense and its witness 
There are two defense parties, the first being the human being, M. Vigi and the other the artificial intelligence Eureka.  
A) M. Vigi’s Defense 
Considering the prosecution’s requisitions or the victim’s attorney statement, M. Vigi does not seem under trial, even 
if the reaction of the society seems to consider him partly responsible, as shown before the trial in a news section and an 
interview.  
His lawyer’s argumentation is based on the fact that the autonomous vehicle was sold as the perfect tool, transforming 
the vehicle in a space for entertainment or work. In this particular case, the formation received as a user of the autonomous 
vehicle did prepare him to face emergency as an informant and not a driver. Indeed pushing the red button is not an act of 
driving but what he was told to do in case of emergency, and thus it can not be considered as a negligence, imprudence or 
violation of precaution stated by the law. The red button in the autonomous vehicle is like the red button on the train, to 
inform the driver, i.e. the artificial intelligence of a danger that the car might not have picked on. By pushing it, M. Vigi 
neither took back the control of the vehicle nor disrupt the system but acted as needed.  
The witness of the defense confirmed this interpretation and remind the judge and juror of the difference between the 
driver license system, requiring a certain amount of knowledge concerning the vehicle itself and how to drive it, and the 
requirement made of the user of an autonomous vehicle. And even if the user could be considered partially liable, M. Vigi 
was on the car as a salaryman during its working time, therefore it is not him but his employer who should be considered 
liable. But that would digress from the main objective of this trial, which is to consider the liability of an artificial 
intelligence.  
B) Eureka’s defense 
The defense of the artificial intelligence Eureka starts with pointing out that the trial itself, even if it judges an artificial 
intelligence is far too human to actually propose an acceptable solution. Since the judge and the law itself aim at humans 
and human comportments, they will only assess the machine’s exterior behavior by human standards. Or, as stated by the 
prosecution witness, this is a complex algorithm which cannot make an error in the human sense of the term. But, the 
complexity of the algorithm created by a human, and the inapplicability of the algorithm to the complexity of the world 
we live in, are the cause of a comportment that would be considered as negligent, or imprudent, or in violation of a security 
obligation and so on, characterizing a liable negligence in term of criminal liability. Yet, the algorithm remains an 
automatism, although so complex that it seems humanlike.  
① The Witness statement 
The defense witness focus on the mechanical action of the red button, which, according to him is a button to either 
induce the safe parking of the car or completely remove the artificial intelligence from the driving decision. There is two 
possible scenarios leading to the red-button pushing, first the algorithm didn’t apprehend or comprehend the environment 
the same way a human would have, and the application of its algorithm leads to a negligent-like action from the artificial 
intelligence, to which the passenger reacts by pushing the stop button. The other possibility is the hacking of the car which 
wasn’t the case in this scenario. If the technical result of pushing the red button is safe parking, then the car keeps going 
until it is considered safe enough to stop completely. In other hand, if the red button is negating the driving ability of the 
system, it means that technically the driving act is transferred or returned it to a simpler stop safely system whose task is 
only to park safely. However, stopping safely might not be an option at that point. In that case, neither the system nor the 
user can be considered responsible of the accident, rather the society that forces a contradictory system into the traffic law 
and vehicle requirement law, should take the blame. And even in the eventuality that parking is possible, it would in the 




understand from a human perspective, maybe specialized in parking but not prepared to apprehend any driving situation 
prior to parking itself, which within in itself seems contradictory to the idea of safest parking.  
The second question would be considering the negligence and the possibility of a subjective aspect in the artificial 
intelligence. The anthropomorphism of the question if clear. The notion of intention in a human perspective relates to the 
notion of will, whereas for a machine it relates only to the objective, the goal.  A machine is supposed to get the result it 
was created for, per a set of rules that could be changed during the optimization process. The difficulty is that the machine 
is absolute, the only evolution would be towards the goal, and the starting point or rule in between are irrelevant. We, 
humans to have goals, but those derives from attachment and can evolve, which is not the case for the algorithm. Despite 
the evolution, the goal stays the same and the path towards it can somehow differs from what human might expect it to 
be. Therefore, if the notion of intent is solely based on the existence of a goal, an artificial intelligence could be considered 
having one, but it is not the same as the human intent, which involves not only a specific purpose but also the notion of 
will, a broader notion less easy to apprehend. Thus, one has to be careful to translate any question regarding an artificial 
intelligence into an AI problem. For example, to the question if the artificial intelligence might prefers its autonomy or its 
ability to learn, the translation might be which one (autonomy or ability to learn) is more concurring to the prefixed goal, 
in case of a car, the safest driving. When approaching the question of responsibility, it is more about prevision and 
anticipation. In this very case, the artificial intelligence did not take into account the possibility of a human to actually 
press the red button and therefore limiting the artificial intelligence ability to drive the car in the safest manner. And that 
itself could be considered as negligent. Here, one of the issues is that any AI is based on statistical analysis, and the very 
rare possibility are therefore ignored.  
To answer the president of the Court’s question regarding the ability for an artificial intelligence to be corrected and 
therefore the choice between reeducation of the artificial intelligence involved in a crash or its destruction and simple 
replacement, the witness reminds the Court of the fact that the development of a driving AI took more than a decade so 
simply throwing it away and start anew might not be the best solution, thus favoring the reeducation possibility.  
② The Defense attorney’s statement 
The defense’s final statement is mainly based on the distinction between the criminal and civil philosophy. Civil law 
is mostly the law of obligation, or basically stated, the law of money without any reference to blame. On the other hand, 
criminal law is the law of sanction. As a group of individuals, laws prohibiting some behaviors were voted. The 
commission of such behavior lead to a criminal sanction. In this mock trial, both civil and criminal liability might have 
been joined but the core distinction between the two should not be forgotten while answering the question of the artificial 
intelligence liability. On the civil liability case, as previously stated the main objective of introducing a legal personality 
for artificial intelligence was to simplify the attribution of liability, so there is no doubt that the artificial intelligence is 
liable for the damages. However, the real issue is to know if the artificial intelligence must be the only one to pay. The 
key to answer this question is the Vienna convention on Road Traffic of 1968, revised in 2016. The revised convention 
state in paragraph 5 of section 8 that to be authorized to drive, a system must include the possibility to be neutralized or 
disactivated by the driver, which led car manufacturer to create the infamous red button. In terms of civil liability, the 
person who pushed this button must then be partly liable.  
However, many are interpreting this question or statement as the person who pushes the stop button becomes the 
driver of the car. And that is simply not the case. According to the defense, the real reformulation is «by pushing the 
button, does the person stay a mere passenger? » There is no more the clear distinction between passenger and driver, 




repartition of liability according to the involvement in the damage. And the person that pushes the stop or emergency 
button, whatever the technical role of this button might be, is partially liable for the direct or indirect result of it.  
Concerning the criminal liability, the defense states that the prosecution went along the play of over-humanizing the 
machine ordering psychological test revealing the artificial intelligence’s ‘state of mind’ post-accident. Indeed, to 
established that a machine, has a moral capacity, a subjective volition towards the harm or at least the capacity to be 
negligent, is treating the machine as something it is not. And, if it was indeed somehow conscient or at least intelligent, 
then asking for the death penalty goes beyond the French conception of fundamental rights.  
For the defense though, if the legal and material elements of the infraction are established in this case, the moral 
element is less certain. For the material element of the involuntary homicide, the material element is the clumsiness, 
negligence, carelessness, or the disregard of a security or prudence obligation imposed by law or regulation. The moral 
element, in an involuntary infraction, means that the result was not voluntary, yet the infraction does not exclude volition 
altogether. The volition towards the negligent behavior, towards the carelessness, must be established. Or, in the case of 
an artificial intelligence, there is no such thing as carelessness, as putting a human in danger. Yes, it seems smart and is 
almost conscient. The keyword here being almost. The cause of this accident is not Eureka, but the interaction of the way 
Eureka was controlling the traffic and the pushing of the emergency red button. All of this being linked to our desire as a 
society to keep a semblancy of control, a leash on the artificial intelligence, therefore accepting a part in the accident. 
There is no criminal liability, only civil. Pretending otherwise is only over-humanizing the artificial intelligence and giving 
it the capacity to care therefore being careless, the have goals of its own and putting human at risks to fulfill them, when 
it is only a very complex probability-based program.  
 
4. The decision 
There are actually four decisions in this mock-trial. Two originated by the public, concerning civil liability and criminal 
liability and two from the jury, regarding the same issues.  
Regarding the liability of M. Vigi, 16% of the public considers that he is criminally liable, and 22% considers him 
liable on the civil case. Regarding the liability of Eureka, 42% considers it criminally liable. However, 92% of the public 
voted for it to pay for the entirety of the damages, therefore in favor of its civil liability.  
The Court decides on the relax of M. Vigi but the condemnation of Eureka. The artificial intelligence is guilty and is 
condemned to a reeducation procedure with testing on simulator and obligation of periodical recertification. Regarding 
the civil liability and who or what should pay for the damages, the Court considers that Eureka should be liable for the 
totality of the damages.  
 Per the absence of written documentation regarding the decision of the Court, it is difficult to understand the process 
that led to this guilty verdict39. One thing is however clear, the Court considered that 1) the artificial intelligence is capable 
















and 2) the Court chose to follow the path of reeducation, going further on the humanization of the treatment toward the 
machine.  
5. Observations towards the legal issues regarding the artificial intelligence guilty verdict 
 From the above general presentations of each statement, a few legal issues have been discussed, some answered, 
some somehow ignored during the rest of the argumentation. Since the goal of this note is to appreciate the legal 
argumentation regarding the criminal liability of the artificial intelligence, we will thereafter limit our observations to the 
points directly concerning this issue, and discard the questions of the liability of M. Vigi, the fact that he was working 
when he decided to push the button (which would render his employer liable in his place based on 2018 road traffic code 
L. 121-1). On the civil liability of Eureka, the question was more about the repartition of the damage with M. Vigi than 
on the fault of Eureka as a professional. Here, the Court decides to discard the involvement of M. Vigi in the accident and 
therefore reject the theory of the artificial intelligence attorney. There are various possible interpretations to this decision. 
One would be completely political and would be to go for the more solvable party for the entirety of the damages. On a 
legal level, it is unclear as to the responsibility of M. Vigi is discarded because it is not considered as a driver or as someone 
in control of the driving task even after pushing the button (focusing on the legal status of M. Vigi, legal analysis), therefore 
cannot be considered involved in the decision. Or it is because the qualification of the red button in a mere emergency 
informational button, rending the interaction of M. Vigi in this accident technically irrelevant (focusing on the implication 
of M. Vigi in the causal relation, factual analysis).   
One of the first observation on this case, beside the idea that the global legal framework wasn’t updated since the 
2020’s and left the obligation for carmakers to implement an emergency button is that, at the end of the trial, the  question  
still remains as to what is the technical effect of this button. During the discussion, three propositions have been made. 
The emergency button is as stated makes to inform the driver (the artificial intelligence), of an emergency, without any 
impact on the driving itself. Another proposition is that the button is an emergency-stop button, which disconnects the 
artificial intelligence from driving the car where the button was pushed. The consequence is then, either that the person in 
the car becomes the driver, or, that there is another artificial intelligence whose function is only to park safely, taking over 
the driving ability. This question relates to the definition of driver and control of the driving ability, which is a problematic 
well known regarding the level 3 liability discussion. On the other hand, it seems strange that the technical impact of a 
button impacts the discussion at the trial stage. As the victim attorney suggests, the Court is indeed not bind by the 
qualification given by the parties, yet the technical impact of a button is something relevant to the technical specifications 
of the vehicle and which should have been solved prior the trial, therefore should not be a key argument here. Besides, 
even if the button would have the impact of disconnecting or limiting the driving control of the artificial intelligence, we 
concur with the position taken by both the prosecution and Eureka’s attorney, confirmed by 2017 decision, that a 
temporary involvement of another person does not constitute a transfer of the driver qualification. Regardless of what the 
button does, the artificial intelligence does not lose its quality of driver, nor does M. Vigi gain it. That itself does not mean 
that the liability, especially civil liability of M. Vigi could not be engaged, only that it would have to be based on general 
civil liability, not the liability proper to the driver. Considering that the Court considers the artificial intelligence 
completely liable on both civil and criminal accounts, without engaging in the involvement of the button pusher or an 
eventual parking-artificial intelligence, seems to indicate that the Court agrees with the simple emergency button 
qualification, leaving the artificial intelligence Eureka in full control of the driving before the accident.  
To the second main question as to what an artificial intelligence is, and can it have an independent willpower to base 
a criminal liability on, the same observation follows. This is a theological discussion which should not be debated here. 




the artificial intelligence is able or not to commit negligence, but how to evaluate the negligence of an artificial intelligence. 
Another approach that could have been made, based on the statement of the prosecution witness in its explanation 
concerning trade secrecy and the code of Eureka, was that Eureka was only an informatic tool and should not have been 
considered smart enough to meet the criteria to obtain a legal personality, therefore negating its legal existence and liability 
altogether. Instead, by going back to the fundamental question of what an artificial intelligence is, the debate becomes a 
philosophical one, certainly interesting for the neophytes or the public, but sadly lacking from a legal point of view which 
was supposed to be the center of this mock trial. On the other hand, it is difficult for humans to evaluate the lack of 
prudence of a decision based on an amount of data that humans cannot process. Hence the debate of creating an e-judge 
or an artificial intelligence judge who could after the facts evaluate the different elements and decide if there was a lack 
of prudence or any other intellectual element. As some of the witnesses have stated, the artificial intelligence is smart in 
the sense that it analyses various information and decides the best way to proceed (the safest driving solution). The 
appreciation of the intellectual element would not be if the artificial intelligence choose the unsafe way with purpose, 
which would not be an imprudence, but if during the process it disregarded one information, for example the possibility 
for a passenger to push the emergency button adding new information into the process of decision and somehow derailing 
it, or the possibility of a technical glitch which would impact the entirety of the transportation decision and would not be 
manageable without some safety distance between the vehicle, etc. In this case, two elements, the emergency button push 
and the possibility of a technical problem as an information towards the driving decision and how to consider them 
regarding the characterization of negligence would have been welcome. The decision of the Court, does not enlighten us 
to the reason of its guilty verdict but the reeducation by simulation could be interpreted as a lack of prudence or negligence 
in the processing of the information basing its driving decision, without taking into account the possibility or rather the 
impossibility for the artificial intelligence to have a will-power.  
Another question raised during the prosecution witness statement which is not so much relevant during a trial, but 
would be an important point to consider during in a law-making environment is the question of the death sentence and 
more generally the idea of human rights for the artificial intelligence having developed a self-conscience and therefore the 
ability to feel or distinguish the concepts of right and wrong. If it is, would the idea of limiting this aware artificial 
intelligence to a car or something at the service of humans, and decide their decide at the issue of a trial, be considered 
infringing human rights? In other words, wouldn’t it be another form of slavery of intelligent being and contradictory to 
the human rights (interdiction of death penalty).  First off, on a technical level, there is no scientific consensus that it is 
technically possible to create an artificial intelligence developing its own awareness. And secondly, human rights are 
made by humans for humans, so whatever is done to artificial intelligences, robots or else is not contradictory to human 
rights. On the other hand, it might be considered contradictory of the philosophy behind the human rights, as it is often 
stated regarding animal rights. But then again, this is criminal politics, not criminal law.  
This last remark can probably be generalized to this entire trial. From a criminal politic point of view, how to consider 
an artificial intelligence and its impact on the environment, and what type of solution could be considered in case of an 
accident cause by such an artificial intelligence, this trial is a very good starting point. But from a criminal law perspective, 
the criteria of negligence for an artificial intelligence is as unclear as it was beforehand. And that is mainly because the 
technology itself is still in development and no one knows exactly what type of artificial intelligence will be used in the 
transportation system, or even how the transportation system will look like thirty years from now. Or is it because the trial 




imperfect it might be, the new criminal liability scheme introduced by the Pacte Law in 201940 shows the concretization 
of a political idea to limit the risks of criminal charges intro a legal scheme towards a clearer repartition of criminal liability 
with level 3 cars. The revised 2016 Ordonnance41, in its new article 2-1 and 2-2 excludes the criminal liability of the driver 
and transfers it, in case of negligence, to the responsible of the authorized experimentation.  
 
40  LOI n° 2019‐486 du 22 mai 2019 relative à la croissance et la transformation des entreprises (1), JORF n°0119 du 23 mai 2019, art. 152 ; Dossier 
législatif( https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichLoiPreparation.do?idDocument=JORFDOLE000037080861&type=general&typeLoi=proj&legislature=15 , last 
consulted 11.15/2019) 
41 Ordonnance n° 2016‐1057 du 3 août 2016 relative à l'expérimentation de véhicules à délégation de conduite sur les voies publiques. 
